The Nation’s Orignal Dock Seal Manufacturer

Dock Seal & Dock Shelter Recovers
Don’t replace your dock seals, improve it!
Universal seal/shelters recover kits, for
virtually all dock seal/shelter brands.
Dock Seal/Shelter Investment Solution

Recovers save money vs the total cost of freight, disposal and
the cost of “new” seals/shelters. For dock seals if the foam is
in good shape and the cover fabric(s) are torn or worn out
a recover could save as much as 40% over the total cost of
replacement.
For dock shelters if the frame and fiberglass panels are in
reasonable good shape, just replace the curtians, and
save. Chalfant’s recovers are available in a wide range of
cover fabrics and optional guardian pleat protection of 4”,
8” and 16”. Recovers are easy to install for increased product
longevity, productivity, employee safety and lower overall cost
than replacement.
Dock Seal Information Required:
Side pad length ___________________________
Side pad project_________Top________Bottom
Standard Features:
Side pad width__________Front_________Back
 For all brands of dock seals and dock shelters.
Head pad length________________________
 Easy and fast installation of universal recovers.
Head pad height________Front_______Back
 Available in a wide variety of fabric’s and colors.
 Available with a wide variety of options.
Dock Shelter Information Required:
 Lower dock downtime vs. total replacement
Side curtain length_______________________
Chalfant has pioneered, developed and provided the Side curtain width________________________
industry with quality loading dock equipment since 1940. Head curtain length______________________
Safe, affordable, reliable dock equipment, to meet your Head curtain height______________________
Head member ________Raked ________Flat
application needs.
Contact your Chalfant representative today, for a quote Fabric Selection:________________________
on our universal seal/shelter recover kits, just provide the Guardian Pleats:________________________
Color:__________________________________
dimensions, fabric type and selected options.

Customer:___________________________________
Signature Approval By:________________________
Project:_____________________________________
Address: ____________________________________
City: ___________________________ State: ______
Architect/GC: ________________________________

Authorized Dealer
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